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MEET THEM WHERE THEY ARE
by Allison Ratkovich

"Loving God in our brokeness" - Pastor Mark Ralls 

 

 

Rarely do funerals spark curiosity or an inspiration, but Pastor Mark found both

last year when attending services for a church member and at that moment, he

knew God was speaking to his heart. He felt the calling as strongly as anything

he’d ever felt before.

 

As Scott Osterberg spoke at his father’s funeral about the church he was the

pastor of, New Story Church in Waughtown, just outside Winston-Salem, Mark

was so inspired by what they were doing he and other church members made

the short and easy trip to see how Scott’s church was serving its community; an

unlikely brotherhood of people who don’t like church at all.

 

New Story Church is an enigma – on purpose. Gone are the fancy trappings of a

traditional church building, in its place worship takes place in an old bowling

alley or an abandoned dental clinic. Instead of approaching ministry with

strategy, Pastor Scott and his staff are without an agenda or the typical

structure found inside most brick and mortar churches. His flock is the poor,

the struggling, the broken. They are people in crisis, and Pastor Scott’s message

is one of patience, understanding, and unconditional love.



Earlier this year,  two groups from FUMC

traveled to Winston-Salem to see first-hand how

New Story Church is making a difference in the

most unlikely of places. Just as its name implies,

the philosophy behind the church’s ministry is

to meet people where they are, not to draw

people into where the church is. The church is

everywhere the disenfranchised and

disheartened are in its community.  New Story

Church is helping to give the broken a new story

of their own. On their terms. In their time. For

their needs.

 

The teams from FUMC went with open minds

and hearts and left hidden agendas behind.

They pitched in and helped with construction

projects, prepared meals-to-go at a welcome

table, ministered to a community who would

otherwise be misfits, but who have found

champions at New Story Church.  A group of six

FUMC members immersed themselves in the

philosophy of the church which focuses on how

to share with people who are struggling in life

and who would not find themselves on the

inside of a fancy church, but rather on the

streets outside.

 

“We learned that we need to be willing to

struggle alongside them,” said Pastor Mark.

 

 

It starts by seeking them out, making their

agenda your agenda, and engaging them where

they are both physically and spiritually.

New Story Church stresses the importance of

being flexible – people in crisis don’t work on a

regular schedule. Ministering to them requires

one to be nimble and open to unexpected

opportunities.

 

Pastor Mark sees this new philosophy in ministry

as an unexpected opportunity for his church in

Hendersonville. He and the other FUMC

members who immersed themselves in the New

Story Church experience have begun praying

about how to bring this to Hendersonville. The

approach is similar to Joseph Center, and he

believes trained servants will be called to this

work, this new way of sharing the love and

example of Christ.

 

 

“NEW STORY CHURCH IS ABOUT FOCUSING ON WHAT PEOPLE NEED,
THEN GOING TO THEM WITH ONLY THE INTENTION TO MEET THEM

WHERE THEY ARE SPIRITUALLY AND PHYSICALLY.”
PASTOR MARK RALLS



But he harkens back to the broken down

sanctuary in Waughtown, to the unassuming

and tattered buildings that are New Story

Church and he remembers the presence of the

Holy Spirit found there. He remembers the

receiving and the giving, the loving, and the

acceptance. He is inspired to find our own new

story at FUMC, and bearing witness to the

gospel in our families, lives, church, and world.

 

And loving God in our brokenness as well.

“WE WALKED AWAY WITH A
HUNGER FOR THIS KIND OF

MINISTRY HERE, WE SAW SUCH
BEAUTY IN THEIR COMMUNITY.”

PASTOR MARK RALLS

Pastor Mark sees a need in our community to

follow John Wesley’s dictum of befriending the

poor. He and his staff have begun to study how

and where to launch the New Story approach,

going to neighborhoods and seeing what they

need as opposed to approaching with what we

have to offer. Putting their needs ahead of ours

and beginning to build relationships.

 

Pastor Mark knows it won’t be obvious or clear

cut. It might prove uncomfortable at first,

embracing a philosophy that is counter to the

traditional ministry that is FUMC.

 

 

If you are interested in learning more about the New Story Church philosophy and FUMC's call to
bring it to Hendersonville, please contact Pastor Mark Ralls.


